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The Baylor are a carnivorous race who, even though complex adequate to release orbital craft,
have been saved planet-bound because of consistent tribal struggle and relatives blood feuds.
They have been discovered, befriended, and given complicated expertise via a well-meaning
race who're referred to now because Cyberneural Symbiote the misplaced Race. The Baylor
rewarded their benefactors with genocide then conquered and enslaved the opposite member
races of the misplaced Race's budding house Alliance. Renewing their conventional
governmental type of 'the rule of the strongest', the recent Baylorian Empire then starts off to
extend its limitations superstar via star. Years later, one of many survivors of a part plant, part
animal race whose global is destroyed by means of kinetic and nuclear bombardment makes
use of his race's nanotech established talents to depart his clan's shelter underneath the crust in
their destroyed international to check the increasing Baylorian Empire. After 4 Terran centuries
of study, Sy'Byt arrives on the earth the place he befriends the human local Draco Moon and
offers him with a nanotech based, cyberneural implant. With the aid of his alien mentor, Draco
constructs duplicates of his nanobotic implant and provides one to each member of his family
members and some shut associates who desire to sign up for him. Cyberneural Symbiote
during this manner he builds a military of cyberhumans whose target is twofold. Covertly feed
complicated expertise into the knowledge structures and study notes of Earth's scientists to
'push' the velocity of Cyberneural Symbiote development into space. the second one significant
objective of the Cyber Warlocks and Witches is to take away various human refugees, plants,
and animals of Earth in case the Baylor overtly invade sooner than people can improve
sufficient Cyberneural Symbiote to safeguard their world. either one of those objectives needs
to be performed in completesecrecy for if the Baylor suspect that nanotechnology (which they
don't own and worry greatly) exists on Earth, the planet will undergo an identical destiny as
Sy'Byt's world. whole floor destruction through kinetic and nuclear bombardment from orbit.
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